Visual communication and individual
presentation solutions with innovative technology

Innovative advertising
technology and services

Context is a full-service provider for carrying out intelligent
all-round solutions in the field of visual communication and/
or advertising technology. The messages of our customers are
implemented in a beautifully designed, intelligent and appealing way, on a wide variety of materials in all sizes and with all
the possibilities, which modern advertising technology has to
offer. Context brings a special highlight in the field of visual
communication with its advanced lenticular solutions and the
Conticular® product line.
Context‘s customers are enthusiastic and they have relied on
Context‘s expert products and services for many years now.
The customers include Österreichischer Rundfunk (Austrian
Radio Broadcasting Service), ÖAMTC (Austrian Automobile,
Motorcycle and Touring Club), Shoppingcenter Südpark, Hagebau, ŠKODA Österreich, Fussl Modestraße, Mazda Austria,
Zillertaler Trachtenwelt, Blue Tomato and many others.

l Doha (Qatar), Commercial Center
Approx. 2400 m2 projection foil

Innovative advertising

More than 25 years of experience in advertising technology
have made Context to what makes our company so special today: A reliable partner who implements all-round solutions for
communicating your advertising both indoors and outdoors as
well as at the POS and in the project business.

Services
& Products
Our services:





Project business
Consultancy
Planning, graphics, organization, implementation
Digital printing and photomontage

Our products:

illuminated and non-illuminated

 Signage and guidance systems
 Flag and fabric prints
 Foil prints, car lettering, glass surfaces bonding,
contour cutting








Banners and nets
Posters, citylights
Mobile exhibition sets, exhibition stands
Architecture, project-related structures
Tactile guidance system
ServicesServicesServicesServicesServices

Services & products

 Outdoor advertising, interior design
 Illuminated lettering, light boxes, illuminated ceilings
 Tenter frame systems for indoors and outdoors,

Ceiling and
wall coverings

Tailor-made creativity

We use innovative technology and flexible systems that can be
backlit using the latest LED technology. Context‘s 20 years of experience, together with the use of high-quality materials ensure
top products and generate high customer satisfaction. Tenter
frames are available in either visible or invisible form.
Numerous possibilities are at your disposal – with or without design, colourless or colourful, illuminated or unilluminated. Each
of our solutions is individually made to measure.
Whether you wish to visually expand or reduce rooms, we offer a
professional solution for this purpose.

Händler und Verleger für Österreich

Ceiling and wall coverings

Our high-quality ceiling and wall coverings are designed to adapt individually to each room. At the same time, high quality,
performance and design are in the foreground. The expertise of
our employees guarantees optimum solutions.

With our profile, your message gets the right frame, be it as part
of a facade, as murals, partition walls or tailor-made shop designs.
The principle of project solutions using textile covering is very simple. A silicone piping is sewn around the individual fabric prints.
Then, the prints are simply pressed into the profile and, therefore, later on, can be exchanged quickly and easily. The frameless
appearance of our systems makes it possible for the key graphic
feature to become the spectators’ focus of attention. At the same
time, they will not be disturbed by fastening techniques.
Thanks to our modern LED backlighting, your advertising will always „keep cool“. For backlighting, we provide state-of-the-art
LED systems that are adapted individually to the respective requirements – not the other way round.
In addition to the continuous further development of our versatile
profiles, we also offer corresponding accessory products and intelligent all-round solution in the field of „Light, Frame and Print“.

Our offer includes:





Tailor-made frame systems
Innovative shop solutions
Conversion to LED technology
Precise installations

Product solutions with and without a profile

Product solutions
with and without a PROFILE

LED systems

Context LED solutions can be used in a wide range of applications.
Our LEDs are energy saving and, unlike fluorescent tubes, do not
generate any ambient heat. The development of a new chip and
phosphor technology has increased light output and service life.

LED systems

The Slimlight profile frame systems used by Context are particularly
suitable for shops and trade fairs. The Slimlight clamping system is
available in single-sided or double-sided versions for large-format
illuminated surfaces. Slimlight light boxes ensure not only a simple
picture change but also lower energy consumption compared to traditional light sources. In addition, they do not emit any heat.

LED SF 85 Light sign

Light box with stretch fabric

Perspex light sign

Outdoor advertising
Range of services:
 Large selection of carrier materials (mesh, banners,
fabric, Perspex glass, transparent, foil etc.)

 Wide range of finishing options (hemming,
eyelets, sewing, channel rails, flexible fastening
techniques, tailor-made frame systems, etc.)

 Guaranteed delivery times
 Professional data preparation
 Exact installation

Advertising messages in XXL, which nobody fails to notice: The motto of eye-catching outdoor advertising is to
show all that you‘ve got instead of setting only a few marks.
Nets, banners, foils, posters, pylons, XXL banners and much
more. Indeed, digital printing enables impressive marketing solutions. Fast and flexible, from individual items to
large advertising spaces. The sky is the limit for the realizations in visual communication. Creative graphic solutions
and impressive printing in photo quality – Context makes
all this possible for you.

The products are assembled into XXL formats. The edges of
the products are additionally processed to be resistant. The
installation (optionally, it can be carried out by our installation team) takes place using channel rails, brackets, eyelets,
velcro fasteners or special frame systems developed by us
– depending on the application and local conditions. Our
solutions are as individual as your requirements.

Tenter frames

Advertising tower, 3 sides

Mesh facade design

Mesh facade design 3,000 m2

l Kärnten, Hofstätter Reisen Althofen

Outdoor advertisement

State-of-the-art technology, in-house patents and a team of
specialists make us the ideal partner for your outdoor advertising – regardless of campaign size and location. A wide
variety of ideas can be digitally printed on various carrier
media in a cost-effective and timely manner.

Presentationsystems
Range of services:

l Kärnten, Südpark Shopping Center

Flexible presentation systems
for every occasion

 Individual prints suitable for
all presentation systems

With our large selection of presentation systems, we support your advertising presence: In every aspect, and perfect all round. Choose the right system for your purposes.
Communicate your advertising message in an impressive
and professional way.

 Product training
 Changing banners

Due to the flexibility and the combination possibilities of
our products, a multitude of variants for indoor and outdoor
use can be implemented.

Pop-up

Roll-ups

Beach flags

Exhibition booth

Presentation systems

You are well positioned with our comprehensive range of
products, whether at trade fairs, exhibitions, your ‘open
house’ day, product training or in your sales rooms. The
products include folding displays, roll-up and pop-up systems as well as functional trade fair walls, brochure stands
and displays.

Wallpapers
and wall tattoos

In the interior, vaults or every ceiling becomes a representative unique
presentation space. Discreet wall tattoos can also be turned into reality with the new technology. Would you like Marilyn Monroe or James
Dean to appear on the wall of your home theatre, do you fancy a
touch of a Thousand and One Nights in your bedroom or a Tuscany
landscape as a fresco in your wine cellar? Context realizes your individual wall design.

Wallpaper

Wallpaper

Wall tattoo

Wall tattoos & wallpapers

High-quality wallpapers and wall tattoos combined with brilliant digital printing make it possible for our expert staff to provide your room
with ‘that certain something’. Retro printing technology offers the
possibility of transferring images to walls, ceilings, facades, wood and
marble – virtually to all porous surfaces.

Vehicle lettering
Range of services:
Design and layout
Photo visualization on your vehicle
Use of high-tech foils
Weather-resistant, light fast, car-wash
resistant materials

 Applied by experts

Our specialists make your lettering an eye-catcher, no matter if you want to have a small eye-catcher for your car like
a sticker, a pure inscription with claims or your corporate
design. Even full wraps with individual graphics are often
an effective way of putting your vehicle in the limelight.
The original paint is preserved and, later on, the vehicle
looks brand new again. We specialise in full-surface adhesion techniques and plotter marking. In this respect, we
work closely with leading global brands such as 3M.
There is no risk involved for you. We prepare the layout
according to your wishes and create the new look in our
graphics and design studio. Even beforehand, a photomontage is used to visualise what the result will look like.
We produce the foils and agree on a fixed date for attaching them only after your approval of the layout.
We also specialize in fleets where a consistent design is to
be applied to different vehicles. The years of experience
of our expert specialists are a guarantee for results that
leave nothing to be desired and are based on the highest
level of professionalism.

Car wrapping and foil cutting

4C print with laminate

Traxx clamping frame system

Plotter foils

Vehicle lettering






l Kärnten, ECCO Klagenfurt

Signs, guidance systems,
banner posters, foils

 Creation of individual or production of
your own graphics

 Professional advice from a concept
to installation

 A variety of different materials and systems
to arrive at the perfect solution for you

 Tactile guidance systems for floor markings
and glass surfaces

 Printing of banners, posters and
various materials

Column cladding

With our solutions, you will impress your target group in
any case – from small door signs, banners, posters, guidance systems, to complete shop, department store, market and company signage, for indoor and outdoor use.
Our expert advice ensures that we find the right implementation for you, depending on your requirements. Context offers the complete service, starting with concept creation, layout, production and final installation.
Our versatile production strategies and services are used
for outdoor advertising, shop design, POS marketing,
trade fair and event advertising, exhibitions, theatre interior design, trade fairs, signage, guidance systems, project-related structures and many other areas. Our customers can count on the fact that we will pay attention to a
fair price/performance ratio.

Foil cutting and 4C printing

Clamping frame system

Portal cladding

Various advertising media

Range of services:

Tactile
guidance system

Attention field & step marking

Equipping public open spaces, paved paths on or in traffic facilities, public squares and parks, public buildings, shopping centres as well as areas accessible to the public (client transport)
and the like with uniform tactile floor information for visually
impaired and blind people is an important prerequisite for increased safety, for facilitating their orientation. The ÖNORM V
2102-1 i standard is the legal basis here. The Austrian Federal
Act on the Equalization of Persons with Disabilities stipulates
the requirement of installing a tactile guidance system for the
blind. Failure to comply is likely to result in severe penalties.
Why is a tactile guidance system for the blind so important?
It provides barrier-free access, the persons in question remain
independently mobile, the system is skid-proof, easy to feel,
providing for good contrast (important for severe visual impairments). Context‘s expert staff can install the system quickly and
easily. The guidance system for the blind that we use is based
on ground marking tapes, which, thanks to their knobs (waffle pattern), significantly improve recognition via soles and with
the help of the stick for blind and visually impaired people.

Handrail: Floor information, direction and escape route

Ramp marking and tactile guidance system

Tactile guidance system

TACTILE GUIDANCE SYSTEM FOR VISUALLY IMPAIRED
AND BLIND PEOPLE

Attention field & step marking
Attention fields are areas with a knob structure, defined by
ground indicators. Attention fields indicate an obstacle and, therefore, must be installed ahead of steps and ramps with more
than 6% longitudinal inclination. In addition, the step marking
indicates the obstacle for blind and visually impaired people. If
a guide strip (steps and risers) leads to the stairs, an attention
field is always provided.

Glass surface application

Ramp marking and tactile guidance system
It is particularly important for people with visual impairments
to recognise obstacles well. Thus, step and ramp markings represent barrier-free measures that are absolutely necessary. The
tactile guidance system (seven stripes) guides the visually impaired and blind person safely to the first point of contact from
where they are helped.
Glass surface application
It can easily happen that glass surfaces such as shop windows
or entrance doors are not noticed and the visually impaired or
blind person runs into them. Glass surfaces are a special challenge not only for blind people, but also for visually impaired
people, since glass markings usually lack the necessary contrast
to allow for early recognition. Therefore, glass markings are particularly important in order to create the desired level of accessibility and reduce the risk of injury caused by glass surfaces that
would be overlooked.
Fields indicating a change of direction
In order to recognize in time in what direction the path is going,
so-called orientation fields are necessary. They indicate a change of direction.

Fields indicating a change of direction

Tactile guidance system

Handrail: Floor information, direction and escape route
When the eyes cannot see, the hands do, instead. Especially
with handrails, it is important to meet the needs of blind and visually impaired people in order to ensure optimal orientation, if
possible without unexpected obstacles. In addition to direction
and floor information, the handrail can also be used to implement escape route instructions in a tactile way.

Graphics & printing service
Graphics

Range of services:

Your advertising presence stands for your company’s message and it underlines the first impression you make as a
company.company.company.



















Layouts of all kinds
Expert advice during implementation
Print adaptation
Archiving client data for future use

Printing service
Context has been supplying individual digital and printed
products for more than 20 years. We cater for the entire
handling of your printing needs, from design to delivery.
Our highly motivated team solves every publishing task, no
matter how specific it is, with precision and in top quality.
As a local partner we also offer the greatest possible flexibility, be it in relation to standard, special or express orders.

Notepads, stationery, brochures
Ceiling danglers
Tickets, invitations
Flags, flyers
Envelopes
Personalization, parish letters
Brochures, posters, postcards
Signs, desk pads
Table stands and menus
Business cards
Representative Christmas cards,
advertising letters

 Newspapers
 Annual reports
 Commemorative publications

Whether small or large orders, we support you due to
the many years of experience we have gained. We print
advertising letters, envelopes, brochures, flyers, posters,
business cards, response printed matter and much more
for you in one or more colours – quickly and at fair prices.

Juni 2018

dabeisein
dabeisein
Kärntner Seniorenbund
Landesgruppe des Österreichischen Seniorenbundes

KUNSTHOTEL FUCHSPALAST****

20. Juni

Unser Partner

Landeswandertag
im
Lavanttal

19. Sept.

Bundeswallfahrt
im Linzer
Mariendom

Bgm. a.D. Anton Polessnig
(3.v.l.) wurde zum neuen
Seniorenbund-Bezirks
obmann von Völkermarkt
gewählt.

Foto: Seniorenbund

Volle
Blütenpracht

Kunsthotel Fuchspalast | 9300 St. Veit/Glan | Prof. Ernst Fuchs Platz 1 | Tel. +43 4212 4660-0 | info@hotel-fuchspalast.at | www.hotel-fuchspalast.at

KMF logo

Postcard

Newspaper

Lignatec logo

Graphics & printing service

Range of services:

Stickers, display stands

Context Type & Sign Pink GmbH
Klagenfurter Straße 156, 9300 St. Veit/Glan, Austria, tel.: +43 4212 2024, Fax: +43 4212 2024 18
office@context-online.at, www.context-online.at

